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About This Game

You are about to enter a fantasy quite unlike anything you've ever seen or felt before - a fantasy built from the stuff of your very
own mind. Tender Loving Care is not just a finely crafted suspense story; it's an exploration into your innermost perceptions,

opinions, and attitudes. The unfolding story is shaped and changed by your responses to it, so that no two people will experience
Tender Loving Care in exactly the same way.

Starring the acclaimed British actor, and 2-time Oscar nominee, John Hurt (Contact, Love and Death on Long Island, Elephant
Man) TLC is a feature-length film seamlessly combined with computer-game like navigation and interactivity.

The player is voyeur, detective, judge, and patient all in one. Between each variable scene, Dr. Turner enlists the viewer's help in
assessing the behaviour of each of the films characters - Turner's beautiful, deluded patient, her dangerous husband, and the

mysterious, seductive psychiatric nurse enlisted to provide what may, or may not be, TENDER LOVING CARE.

The viewer's answers to Dr. Turner questions the shape the course of the action and the final outcome of the story. The viewer,
too, becomes one of Dr. Turner's patients, taking a series of Thematic Apperception Tests (TATs), the results of which create a

progressively accumulating personal psychological profile, and a complete psychological analysis by the end of the movie.
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Title: Tender Loving Care
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Aftermath Media
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1998

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Dual Core Machine

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Direct3D compatible 3D accelerator card

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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It's great...but..

First 5 and a half hours were pretty fun. I was finally able to defeat an enemy that I've been farming up to fight and when I died
the item(s) I got from that (boss?) enemy disappeared. They didn't just drop, but vanished. It's pretty upsetting and already
ruined that save for me.

Not sure if i got a bad seed or not, but the map I was on was terrible. Almost no enemies to fight with the exception of one big
camp south of my position.

Going underground is a cool thing but again, found little to no enemies.

Mining ore is scarce. If you see something, mine it. It's not really a bad thing, but not a good thing either. I'd rather the materials
required be increased and then place more mine-able ore to compensate.

Not sure if my disappearing item(s) is a bug or intended feature, but I wish it would be made a bit more clear if it is intended.

Game is really fun. Blew away quite a few hours and didn't get really far, so it's promising. Only thing I wish is mod workshop
support. It would make this game much better.. crashes continually. i like the game and it seems it already has a small fanbase...
but it needs some fixes.... like for one the near clipping distance in the project settings needs to be lower cuz you clip the hands
in the viewport... and the screen res needs fixing cuz when i try to change it... its doesnt do much at all
. Double Cube consists of something like ten levels, and I managed to beat all of them in an hour. It's essentially a MInecraft
style parkour game where you have to find the blocks you intend to use for traversing the environment. The block switching
mechaning is servicable, and the gameplay is reasonably fun.

The game also comes with a level editor which is really cool, but the lack of Steam workshop makes this feature much less
useful. It would be awesome if people could share the levels they created. I enjoyed this enough to spend $5 on it, but it would
be worth considerably more to me with Steam Workshop support.. I have now played the game in an hour and unfortunately had
to find that I have no music in the background. I hear only very brief shreds of music. I do not know if it is s.meiner computer
(This corresponds fully and completely the system prerequisites) or whether it is at the game. In any case, the game has been fun
and I will play it again in the future once again to unlock the remaining 3 achievements.. I like where this is going so far, for
how recent it has come out I feel that it has done a good job so far. There are so issue yes, but I'm sure the devs are hard at work
fixing that.

As far as gameplay goes, it's playable if a bit clunky, that I feel should be polished up first, other wise it's a great start to what
could be an incredible game.. Great Game. Great Developer. Really came together with last couple updates.
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I bought this because of Matt McMuscles' recent video on it and I wish I could buy it like 5 more times. This game is great..
HMS VICTORY RULE BRITANNIA. Very fun but kinda short. Buy it on sale.. My wife asked to write the review for this one:

"Carly and the Reaperman is even more fun than the trailer suggests! I had the happiest of times playing with my husband. His
platforming skills made him the best choice for Carly and I played as the Reaperman. With its beautiful art style, increasingly
elaborate level design and a seemingly simple, yet very poignant narrative, Carly delivers one of the most creative VR
experiences that I have ever played.

That being said, it does have some flaws. Several glitches in the game resulted in lost progress, forcing us to repeat some of the
most difficult levels. In one instance, we found a way to cheat through some pixel perfect platforming just to avoid having to
repeat the entire puzzle for a 2nd time.

Throughout the game, you have the option of collecting small, glowing orbs, but we could never figure out what they were used
for if anything. In that same vein, we were never given more then a handful of choices for character costumes. Not that these
two things are integral to the whole experience, it just left us wondering why have them in the game at all then?

Overall I would recommend the early levels of the game to anyone, but playing through to the end of the game will take
patience, lots of communication and a great degree of skill. *Fist bump!*". MUSICS ARE AWESOME GAME IS AWESOME
AND SO CHEAP BUY IT OWO. You will make lots of monster girls but don't get aTTATCHED TO ANY OF THEM.. 10/10
Spent more time customising my characther than playing. My Review of Magazime Editor: OurUrals

"You've lost your job, wife and family. After several years of wandering you're appointed as a Chief Editor in the \u201cOur
Ural\u201d magazine. You've got 9 weeks to prove your worth and get back to the rich, lucky and fun life. Your team consists
of talented journalists with lots of ideas, but don't forget about the investors who're dictating the rules. Become the Chief Editor
for this magazine and win the \u201cMagazine of the Year\u201d competition!"

This is what appealed to me when I decided to pick up this game, and let me tell you, I never looked back.

Pros & Cons

Pros: Addictive Gameplay, Sleek UI and Design, AI straight from F.E.A.R, fun and interesting characters, unique art styles,
pulls at my heart strings. Cool losing mechanics, I enjoyed restarting levels over and over. And many many more

Cons: the Game wasn't priced high enough.

Summary: A Game I just couldn't put down, spent countless hours in the campaign mode. Still a relic I visted from time to time.
I think everyone in the world should at least play one campaign in this.
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